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The strength of the coupling resonance Vz-Vx • 2 ts determined by the velue of the complex 

where B'=skew quad gradient 
Bs•longlludlnal neld 

11'"Phase advance 
a,,.CSL parameters 
ti.'""zo- "xO -2 
t-s/R. 

2tl Is equal lo the minimum approlCh or the two rracttonal tunes. We can use this lo esumate the 
conlrlbullon of various known errors lo C. The observed velue of 2tl on the injection orbit Is about 
1.4x 10-2. It has been demonstrated that 301 of this is due lo the extraction Lambertson magnet. 

t .CUrrents which link U1e btlD· The leeds of each large dtpole and of IVlf'Y qulldrupole ere such 
that the magnet current links the beam. giving rise lo Bs. The quad Cl.l'C8nl& allernlte with the 

gradients and lend lo cancel out. There is. however, a correlation between the sign of a and the quad 

polarity. On the other hnl. the sign of a tends lo change in the quads. Any real studu of this 
contrtbulton would be very delltled. The large dipole currents, which are about nve limes larger. can be 
easily estimated. Eech current gives rise lo fBds.,a01 • t .5x10-3Tm. ; Bp-30Tm. Then ucb large 

dipole contributes about 8x10-6 to C. Even If all dipoles were in the proper phase, this would still be a 
negligible contribution lo C. 

2.Q.radruoole tilts. The Iron bodies of the quadrupoles were levelled lo a precision of about O. t 
mrad, utilizing levelling notches stamped into elCh lamination. The tolerance on the parallellty of these 
notches lo the matlno surfaces wes never relaxed dlrlno production of the laminations. Alternation of 
the laminations during stacking of the cores should further reduce the effect of errors. The parallelity 
of the poles lo the mallno sc.rface was held lo a simller precision ( < .00 t •). A quadrupole of strength B'. 
length L, nl Ult angle S wlll contribute an amount 

C1•./"zftxlB'L S/2'18p. t.2 
If the tilt angles ere uncorrelated, the expectation velue of the rms of the distribution of C will be 

Ge• ./N (./('z'x> 8' L \nean "'2'18p t .3 
Typicelly, Bt•10T, .f PzP,c•15m, so de• 7x10-4f. The obHrwd value is 10dc· 

A further check on tills can be made by looking al the varllcal dispersion, although the main 
contribution wlll be from the laroe quadrupoles where the horizontal dispersion is large. Let y be the 
difference In vartlcal orbit position for two orbits dlffertng In momentum by &=ti.PIP. Then 

(yl&l•z1rms • {8' L ./S/2118p sin Tlltz~ 1.4 

where S • I 112 J I f'zl\/ 1.5 

If we use the levelling precision for~· we nnd an rms velue of y, for 6•.01, lo be about 0.1 mm. If we 

use the velue Implied by the lune splltUng, we nnd the rms of y lo be about 1.5mm . .problbly closer lo 
reality.This should be measured 1g11ln lo see how closely the two menuremenls agree. 

3.Dipole twists. Since the ends of each dipole are parallel lo each other, there is a quadrupole 
of Integrated strength 880 al each end of the magnet (8 is the half angle of the bend). If the magnet is 

twtsted by an angle~. the skew quad strenoth Is ~880 • There are 60 dipole endS of 2.5•(12), 5•(12), 

and 7.5.(18). The worst magnets are the early 1!1'11 dipoles, which had twists of~• 2S mred. The 
contribution lo C from each LD end Is eboul 5x10-5. Even If all ends miraculously contributed in phase. 
and were equally badly twisted. they could only conllbuta about 4JI of the couplino. Strwy dlta exists 
for tilts and twists of the dipoles. The actual contribution lo C could be (somewhat llborlously) 
calculated. 
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4.Sktw $txlypgles. It WIS observed lhel after the feel were welded on the large quadrupoles. 
some undeslrelble skew moments were mentred, and In prltculr skew sexlupole field in the quantity 
or R • 2-6x 1 o--4 or the quadrupole field •l the coll radius r (113•). This gives ri11 lo • skew quadrupole 
which Is dependent upon horlzonlll poslUon. ff the poslllon Is due to dispersion, then 

B'sext-2r'ix 8 B'qued R/r 1.6 

or en equivalent quad rolllion of S • 2f'l,c s R/r. For f'l,c-9m. &-.0 t , R-4x 1 o-4 the angle is about. 1 mrad. 

or about. ten limes worse thin the survey error. If this Is 1 principal source or coupling. then the 
coupling will be strongly dependent on moment.um, or radius. This should bl mearad by brning off the 
skew quad corrections end mel!Rl'lng the minimum approach of the fractional lllleS el several momenta. 
Correction of this source will require 1 dlff erent strategy thin quad sources. 

5J?osl Facto nYIDlte of corrgtion slrtnqth. Thi coupling el the Injection orbit WIS corrected 
by appllc1lton of about 35 Amps In each or two skew quads with the Lambertson off. The quads hlW en 
effective length or 26.6·, end 1 strength of O.Skglln el 535 Amps. Al nominal values of' (15m), the 
quads should provide 1 correction 2t~ 1.6x1o-2• In renoneble aoreement with the minimum fractional 
tune approach me1stnd. 

6.preJiroiwy conclusions. Since the coupling is sma11 in the clebunchar, end it hn few lrge 
quads, the main cendldlle for the coupling, beyond the Lembertson. is the lerga quad. We should compare 
lhe prediction of quad lilts from the vertical dispersion with thll from coupling, end rnean the 
dependence or coupling on moment.um lo gal the contribution of the skew sextupole in the large quad. 




